We discuss the available experimental data for the singlet-triplet splitting of free and self-trapped excitons in alkali halides. These data are analysed quantitatively using the pseudopotential method of Bartram, Stonehain and Gash.
The various experimental data on excitons
Before presenting specific results, we will in alkali halides suggest that the singletdiscuss the principal mechanisms which lead to triplet splittings are systematically smaller in the reduction of the splitting for the two-site the self-trapped exciton than in the free exciton.
self-trapped excitons.
Simple arguments mdiThese splittings are, however, not measured cate that the large hole mass does not lead to directly as such.
Rather, they are deduced from the reduction in splitting. For example, anal~s~s 3of optical absorption for free excieffective mass theory gives a splitting pro- Further the data are e not so complete as to make trends obvious, opposite trend. Indeed, the major factor is the Nevertheless, it appears that the splitting is two-centre nature of the self-trapped exc~ton. definitely lower for the self-trapped exciton This can be seen from calculations on H than for the free exciton.
This difference is which show a pronounced decrease in the 2exchange the main subject we discuss in the present note, splitting as the interatomic distance increases. and we shall verify the mechanism we propose by A simple system closer to the self-trapped the agreement between observed values and those exciton might be the excited state of a helium predicted using a pseudopotential method.
*
The singlet-triplet splitting of the excimolecule He 2. Indeed, one can simulate the ton is determined by the electron-hole intersituation in such a system by using very simple actions.
This, in turn, depends on the molecular orbitals, and finds that the exchange correlated motions of the p~rticles. A full energy is reduced by a factor between 1 and 10 discussion is given by Knox .
For present * * in going from He2 to 2He purposes, the singlet-triplet splitting is determined to sufficient accuracy by a factor S which
The Pseudopotgntial method of Bartram, describes the probability that the electron and Stoneham and Gash is employed to evaluate the hole are in the same unit cell.
A similar exchange splittings for the free and selffactor enters in the oscillator strength too, so trapped excitons in alkali halides. The method there should be a parallel in the behaviour of is the same as that successfully employed in radiative lifetime and singlet-triplet splitting, studies of F centres and self-trapped excitons. Some of 5he relevant expressions are given by As in ea~ierwork on the self-trapped Stoneham .
Using an explicit expression of the excitons , the hole is assumed to be localised electron-hole relative motion wave function 'P~on anion sites. The necessary ion-size para-S can be written as S = 0 'P (Reh = o1 2.
meters t6r the anion atom have been determined cell earlier .
The exchange splitting requires The exchange splitting is simply 2JS, with J the calculations using two different p~eudopo~ential exchange integral involving the conduction and coefficients for each ion, namely A and A, valence Wannier functions in the same cell.
depending on whether the electron and hole spins Implicit in the last expression are a number of are anti parallel or parallel. The term in the small corrections, detailed by Knox, and the hamiltonian leading to the exchange splitting is assumption that the envelope function does not 1 3 proportional to ( A -A). Values are given in vary rapidly over the unit cell. We shall use Table 1 . In order to be able to compare the the parallel idea of pseudopotential theory with results for two different systems (free and selfthe same assumption gf slow varying pseudo wavetrapped excitons), the simplest version of function over a core we have also included the experimental data of the exchange splittings.
In general, the observed exchange splitting pseudopotential method is used.
The wave for the self-trapped exciton is smaller than that function is determined variationally using a for the free exciton by a factor of 5 to 10. single Slater-type orbital centred on the defect Our present analysis, despite its limited choice centre, with the ion-size corrections on the of basic functions, and the simple form in which sites of the localized hole only.
Ion-size ion-size terms are represented, consistently terms of the square-well type are used, with the predicts reductions of similar magnitude. On appropriate atomic rad~taken from previous comparing with the experimental data available so work by Song and Lewis '11 A~2 inmany other far, we find a reasonable general agreement. papers on similar systems ' , we find a Indeed, better agreement would have been for2s-like Slater orbital gives aystematically lower tuitous both in view of the complexity of the energy than a la-like basis function.
The problem, and because the experimental data for results reported in the present paper are those the self-trapped excitons were derived in a obtained with 2s-like basis.
Once the energy rather indirect way from theoretical analyses. is minimized variationally, we evaluate the Our work suggests that, for any system where the splittings using the expression:
self-trapped hole is spread over more than one 2 1 3 site, the singlet-triplet splitting for the self-AE=2G<'P(R) >whereC= A-A,the o trapped exciton should be systematically smaller difference of the ion-size parameter A for the than for the corresponding free exciton. singlet and triplet states.
Evaluating the probability of the electron and the hole being Acknowledgment -We are indebted to in the same atomic volume is slightly more Dr. A.H. Barker for discussions and for some of realistic than taking the point contact value, the ion-size parameters in Table 1 . 
